
Genesis Corporation

Mission Statement: Genesis is committed to 
transforming humanity through sustainable 
technologies that improve human capabilities 
intellectually and physically while maintaining a 
position of global business leadership. Founders 
Adam Shepard, Angela Abernathy, Eva Medici and 
Lily Crucible officially share executive management 
and are currently controlling shareholders. The 
White Queen, a revolutionary artificial intelligence, 
replaces executive directors and directs the 
company's activities most of the time, allowing them 
to concentrate exclusively on research and 
development tasks.

Capabilities

TL: 10/11 (Biotechnology / Medicine)

Members: 2,400,000

Wealth: Very Wealthy [-5] / Multimillionaire 1 [-10]

Contacts: Contact Group (All)-24 [125]

Member Traits: Workaholic [-5], Vow (Genesis 
CEOs) [-5], Curiosity [-5], Duty (Genesis Inc, 
Involuntary) [-15], Delusion (genetically improved 
human are superior) [-5], Enemy (rival companies) [-
20], Enemy (The Worldwide Media) [-10], Secret 
facilities [5], Reputation +2 [10], Secret (death, 
illegal investigations) [-30], Sense of duty (Genesis 
CEOs and Genesis Inc) [-15], High TL [300]

Notable Resources: In addition to its San Francisco 
headquarters, which has exquisite, state-of-the-art 
facilities, Genesis has dozens of secret facilities 
ranging from warehouses to office buildings. Most of
them have a few dozen employees, but a few are 
large enough to house hundreds or thousands of 
workers.

Reaction-Time Modifier: +2

Costs and Values

Startup Cost: $6,600,672,000,000

Resource Value: $33,003,360,000

Expected RV / year: $831,684,672,000

Patron Value: 60

Enemy Value: -40

Ally and Dependent Value: Genesis can 
provide a wide range of associates, from 
artists, engineers, doctors and pilots to high-
level executives.

Social Attributes

Type: Commercial, Research.

CR: 6

Loyalty: Excellent [21; +5]

Rank: Business Rank 1-10 [6 / level]

Income Range: $52,000 [Very Wealthy] 
a $2,600,000,000 [Multimillionaire 4]

Reputation: +2 (Provider of products 
and services of high degree of excellence, 
among customers).

Notes

The countries of Earth have a level 8 
technology (year 2019), the revolutionary 
patents of Genesis cover levels from 10 to 
11. Genesis uses innovative technologies 
such as intelligent machines, spacecraft, 
virtual reality and artificial life. The 
astronomical compensation of the CEOs is 
atypical and corresponds to their position as
majority shareholders. The other members 
of the board of directors receive an average 
of $10,400,000 per month.


